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FITTING ANY WORK,  
ANY FARM, ANY BUDGET.
New Holland Agriculture confirms its leadership in the mid-range tractors segment, with a comprehensive 
and updated offering of models. From the Tier 4B T5 series, with the Electro Command™ transmission that 
remains the reference product in the highest power segment, earning the Best Utility title at Tractor of the 
Year 2017, to the new T5 series, the natural successor to the T5000 range and offering various improvements in 
terms of compactness, performance and competitiveness. The T4 PowerStar™ range now becomes the T4 while 
continuing to offer high performance and the same hallmark level of reliability, a true all-purpose workhorse 
around the farm. Finally, the TD5 range, bringing the perfect combination of easy management, versatility and 
productivity - all at a highly competitive price. At New Holland you’ll find a mid-range tractor for all your needs, 
but with performance that’s decidedly a cut above the middle of the range!

T5 Electro Command™ T5.100  |  T5.110  |  T5.120

T5 T5.75  |  T5.85  |  T5.95  |  T5.105  |  T5.115

T4 T4.55  |  T4.65  |  T4.75

TD5 TD5.85  |  TD5.95  |  TD5.105  |  TD5.115



T5 Electro Command™

MULTITASKING 
BECOMES  
EASIER

Productivity and comfort have been improved courtesy of enhanced front suspension and uprated rear lift capacity to lift even beefier 
implements. Enhanced flexibility for heavier tasks with the new heavy duty axle, accommodating 38” wheels, and maximum permissible 
weight raised up to 8.0 tons. Superior comfort and visibility in the VisionView™ cab with the wide angle mirrors and the brightest LED 
lighting package. The 16 x 16 Electro Command™ transmissions means you can precision tailor your forward or reverse speed to the 
task in hand as it harnesses the power from the ECOBlue™ compact HI-eSCR Tier 4B engine (up to 24% more torque back up) and less 
fuel consumption with 40kph ECO.

Models T5.100 T5.110 T5.120
Engine

Cylinders/Displacement (n°/cm3) 4/3400 4/3400 4/3400

Power - ISO 14396 [kW/hp(CV)] 73/99 79/107 86/117

Transmission

Electro Command™ 16 x 16 16 x 16 16 x 16

Electro Command™ with Creeper 32 x 32 32 x 32 32 x 32

Dimensions and weight 

Min. turn radius (mm) 4960 4960 4960

Min. weight (kg) 4550 4550 4550

Shifting to the next level
The 16 x 16 Electro Command™ transmission 
features efficient eight speed clutchless gear 
changes, alongside auto road and auto field  
for even easier operation.

Adjustable shuttle response
Make jolts, jerks and spilled grain  
a thing of the past by adjusting  
the shuttling sensitivity.



The T5 range has been designed to be the ultimate all-rounder for today’s modern mixed farms. Whether it is doing loader  
work, working with front or rear mounted implements or travelling down the road, the T5 delivers premium features in a compact 
package. A multitude of customisable options from transmissions to engines, when combined with engine speed management and 
best-in-class fuel consumption, make the T5 a winning package.

Models T5.75 T5.85 T5.95 T5.105 T5.115
Engine

Cylinders/Displacement (n°/cm3) 4/3400 4/3400 4/3400 4/3400 4/3400

Power - ISO 14396 [kW/hp(CV)] 55/75 63/86 73/99 79/107 84/114

Transmission

Synchro Shuttle™/with Creeper 12 x 12/20 x 20 12 x 12/20 x 20 –/– –/– –/–

Hydraulic Powershuttle/with Creeper 12 x 12/20 x 20 12 x 12/20 x 20 –/– –/– –/–

Dual Command™/with Creeper –/– –/– 24 x 24/40 x 40 24 x 24/40 x 40 24 x 24/40 x 40

Dimensions and weight

Turn radius with SuperSteer™ (mm) 3905 3905 3905 3905 3350

Min. weight  
4WD front axle with cab (kg) 3600 3600 3700 3700 3700

T5
COMPLETE
COMPACT
COMPETITIVE

Extended flexibility and versatility 
With loader ready option, 3-speed PTO  
to manage any implement, 4400kg rear  
lift capacity and a wide power,  
axle and transmissions choice.

Top efficiency 
With best-in-class fuel consumption,  
40kph ECO for fuel saving transports  
and Engine Speed Management with 2 speed 
setting to quickly cope with different tasks.

– Not available



T4
THE MOST 
COMFORTABLE 
PLACE TO BE

The three-model T4 range has been designed around you, to take farming comfort and productivity to a whole new level. With  
58 to 75hp(CV) on tap, it’s the perfect productivity partner for farmers, municipalities and other operators. Distinctive styling, responsive 
performance, an optional column-mounted hydraulic Powershuttle for precise loader work, and a whole host of customisable options, 
mean your T4 is as individual as you.

Models T4.55 T4.65 T4.75
Engine

Cylinders/Displacement (n°/cm3) 4/3400 4/3400 4/3400

Power - ISO 14396 [kW/hp(CV)] 43/58 48/65 55/75

Transmission

Synchro Shuttle™/with Creeper 12 x 12/20 x 20 12 x 12/20 x 20 12 x 12/20 x 20

Hydraulic Powershuttle/with Creeper 12 x 12/20 x 20 12 x 12/20 x 20 12 x 12/20 x 20

Dimensions and weight

Wheelbase 4WD front axle (mm) 2132 2132 2132 

Min. weight 4WD front axle with cab (kg) 2830 2830 2830 

Powershuttle transmission
The hydraulic Powershuttle with creeper 
provides speeds as low as 170m/h. 
Clutchless direction changes come  
as standard. 

Command Arc ergonomic console
All main controls are grouped into the Command Arc 
console, an ergonomic cluster that allows you to perform 
the most frequently used operations in comfort, thus 
improving productivity and reducing fatigue.



Models TD5.85 TD5.95 TD5.105 TD5.115
Engine

Cylinders/Displacement (n°/cm3) 4/3400 4/3400 4/3400 4/3400

Power - ISO 14396 [kW/hp(CV)] 63/86 73/99 79/107 84/114

Transmission

Synchro Command™ 12 x 4 – – –

Synchro Shuttle™/with Creeper 12 x 12/20 x 12 12 x 12/20 x 12 –/– –/–

Hydraulic Powershuttle 12 x 12 12 x 12 12 x 12 12 x 12

Dimensions and weight 

Min. turn radius (mm) 5500 5510 5580 5580

Min. weight (kg) 3740 3740 3740 3740

TD5
THE REAL VALUE  
OF TRADITION

Hydraulic Powershuttle
Precision loader placement is  
as easy as 1-2-3 with the column  
mounted Powershuttle.

Impressive lift capacity
Maximum lift capacity is 4700kg  
with two assister rams for effortless 
linkage work.

The traditional farming values of robust design, rugged efficiency and all-rounder simplicity are exactly what the TD5 range stands 
for. But this is traditional farming for the 21st century, which means offering a comfortable cab for long dairying days. A tailored range 
of highly efficient Tier 4A compliant Common Rail 3.4 litre F5C powerplants are standard on TD5.85 - TD5.115 models, reducing fuel 
consumption by 10%. The head-turning range features New Holland’s distinctive styling and is also available in a ROPS version with an 
optional FOPS compliant canopy.

– Not available
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The data indicated in this folder are approximate. The models described here can be subjected to modifications without any notice by the manufacturer. The drawings 
and photos may refer to equipment that is either optional or intended for other countries. Please apply to our Sales Network for any further information. Published by  
New Holland Brand Communications. Bts Adv. - Printed in Italy - 07/17 - (Turin) - 170007/INB
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